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To unlock the potential of natural laminar flow aircraft wings, novel structural designs are necessary for the wing 
leading edge and its attachment. Those designs may not impinge on operability and maintenance of the aircraft. 
This paper presents a leading edge and attachment design for the natural laminar flow environment as well as the 
testing of this design on a large-scale ground-based demonstrator. The leading edge design is numerically verified 
by considering operational loads. For operational viability, the replacement of damaged leading edges without 
alterations to the spare part is desirable. In a series of tests, such interchange trials are made with two 2.3m full 
complexity leading edge segments and the aerodynamic step height at the interface of leading edge and wing 
cover is assessed in both ground and cruise deformation. The leading edge design and its attachment concept 
were proven to support natural laminar flow step height requirements even under global part deformations of a 
multi-material structure under thermal loading both numerically and experimentally. Interchangeability of the 
leading edge is demonstrated with very low mean variation in step height between different installations.
1. Introduction

Economic needs and a growing ecological awareness demand a cut 
in aircraft fuel consumption to reduce CO2 emissions and operation 
costs. The fuel consumption of aircraft can be decreased by improving 
the aircraft’s aerodynamics. A long-discussed approach for improving 
efficiency is to sustain laminar flow over large surface areas of a trans-
port aircraft. Laminar flow research with the focus on aircraft appli-
cation dates back as far as the 1930s [1]. With a contribution of about 
18% to the aircraft’s total friction drag of a typical transport aircraft [2], 
the wing is mostly suited for laminar flow application. The reduced 
friction drag of a natural laminar flow (NLF) wing can lead to a reduc-
tion in fuel consumption and thus reduction of CO2 emissions by up 
to 8% [3]. However, laminar flow is sensitive to surface disturbances. 
Steps, gaps and surface waviness can trigger early laminar–turbulent 
transition [4,5]. Research on laminar flow in flight tests was mostly 
dedicated to the determination of aerodynamic parameters or the vali-
dation of aerodynamic models. However, the structures used were not 
representative and were only surrogates, like laminar gloves on con-
ventional wing structures [1,6]. With the BLADE flight test campaign, 
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laminar flow research has entered a new era with the application of air-
frame structures developed explicitly for laminar flow research. How-
ever, even those structures are supposed to serve as proofs of concept, 
being representative of a possible laminar wing structure [7] neglect-
ing some operational aspects such as removable leading edges, erosion 
protection or wing ice protection systems.

With exception of the HondaJet, no dedicated laminar wing struc-
tures are operational today in commercial applications. The wing covers 
of the HondaJet are milled from a solid block of aluminium and include 
all stringers and rib attachments [8]. Thus, a surface compatible with 
laminar flow requirements can be achieved. However, the wing archi-
tecture of a business jet aircraft is far less complex compared to a large 
passenger aircraft, with no movable leading edge (LE) high-lift device 
needed on most business jets. NLF on large passenger aircraft is still an 
exception, until today only applied to smaller surfaces, like on the verti-
cal tail plane of the Boeing 787 as hybrid laminar flow [9]. On the wing, 
large transport aircraft use high-lift wing devices to allow higher angles 
of attack and increase lift. LE high-lift devices are typically extendable 
slats on top of fixed LEs. Those slats create a discontinuity on to wing 
surface detrimental to laminar flow. Conventional designs make regular 
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Fig. 1. Approximate location of the investigated wing segment on a left-hand 
wing. The full 4.5m long wing segment is investigated numerically, whereas 
half of the segment is realised in a GBD.

use of fasteners through the wing and LE skins to join them with ribs, 
especially at the interface between fixed LE and upper cover. Executed 
as a lap joint, this interface may also show steps between the parts that 
are incompatible with NLF when no measures are taken to compensate 
for thickness variation in the composite parts joined. To avoid these 
flow disturbances experienced with conventional wing designs, a new 
structural design approach is needed for a NLF wing.

The BLADE aircraft features two different designs on the right and 
the left wing [10]. The left-hand wing designed and produced by Saab 
uses an integrated LE and integrated ribcaps on the wing skin’s upper 
cover [11]. Thus, steps and fastener heads on the outside are avoided 
and a very clean surface is created. Wing cover and LE form a single 
composite part. The right-hand wing LE also has integrated ribcaps for 
connection with the LE ribs on the inside of the structure. The joint 
between the LE and the upper cover features fastener heads through the 
outer surface in a single lap joint. The aerodynamic surface is recovered 
after installation.

In his overview of the BLADE activities and concept in 2010, 
Hansen [7] stressed the following as being a key concern within lam-
inar flow wing structural design: an integrated LE may be ideal for 
laminar flow, but a detachable LE provides operational advantages re-
garding repair and system’s accessibility. Wicke et al. [12] have shown 
the importance of maintenance cost for the economics of a NLF air-
craft operation design. This leads to the need for an interface between 
the wing upper cover and the LE that does not negatively affect the 
boundary layer transition line but is not overly complicated to produce, 
assemble and maintain. Such operational aspects remain unaddressed 
in the literature regarding the design of NLF structures.

This paper aims to demonstrate the ability to meet tight NLF sur-
face criteria with modern composite designs and reliable repeatability 
of high-accuracy installation of a LE structure as a means to high-
light the maturity of NLF designs for real-life applications. The use 
case for NLF is cruise flight. For given aerodynamic requirements, the 
structural design and test process of the structure aim to demonstrate 
compliance with the NLF requirements for cruise flight. To this end, a 
multi-material composite wing LE and its NLF-compliant attachment 
are developed, numerically verified, hardware built and tested in a 
ground-based demonstrator (GBD). The demonstrator is evaluated un-
der operational load with respect to NLF requirements for the interface 
between LE and wing cover and interchangeability of the LE. The work 
focuses on a left-hand wing, with the numerical activities covering a 
4.5m span outer segment (Fig. 1). The wing components are sized to-
wards ultimate load conditions using different manoeuvre load cases. 
The 2.3m GBD demonstrator represents a section of the modelled seg-
ment, where only the relevant cruise flight deformations are applied to 
validate the use case.

To deliver a NLF compatible design, the various requirements and 
challenges for an NLF leading from overall aircraft concept, aerody-
2

namic requirements, and composite part-specific phenomena are pre-
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sented and translated into a design concept. With a focus on the joint, 
the laminate selection, and the rib attachment, a detailed design is pre-
sented. The design is validated on the GBD with LE installation and in-
terchange trial series using two 2.3m long LEs. Installations are made in 
both a neutral position and a position comparable to a free-cantilevered 
wing of an aircraft standing on ground. For each installation, aerody-
namic step heights between LE and wing cover are measured to assess 
the NLF compliance.

The paper is structured as follows: The requirements are structured 
as external environmental condition driven requirements and require-
ments related to the aircraft concept (Section 2). Based on this, the 
conceptual design and engineering details for key features of the NLF 
LE are presented (Section 3). The numerical verification of the concepts 
(Section 4) follows a stepwise approach: for the full LE segment, a suit-
able layup is selected based on the performance under relevant load 
cases. The configuration is then verified for adverse LE installation con-
ditions in extreme temperature scenarios at the borders of the design 
envelope. The validation (Section 5) is led by a summary of the devel-
opment of a test rig capable to achieve the desired GBD deformations. 
The main focus of this section is placed on presenting the results for the 
step height between LE and wing cover achieved in the installation and 
interchange trials.

2. Requirements for a natural laminar flow leading edge

The requirements for the design of the NLF LE are defined by the 
aircraft design mission and its environmental factors including aero-
dynamic requirements to allow NLF on the wing surface. The set of 
requirements presented is (by far) not exhaustive from an aircraft manu-
facturer’s point of view. However, it represents the boundary conditions 
applied in the design of the NLF LE investigated within this work. The 
requirements are summarised in Table 1.

2.1. Requirements from environmental conditions

The design of the LE is strongly driven by the conditions of its op-
erating environment. Temperature range, including icing conditions, 
lightning, eroding agents and bird strike are influencing factors re-
quired to be addressed. The LE experiences a range of different tem-
peratures during operation and manufacturing, as shown in Fig. 2. 
Next to the outside temperature of −56 ◦C given by the standard at-
mosphere at cruise flight altitude, structure temperatures on ground 
can extend from −70 ◦C in arctic conditions to up to 90 ◦C on airfields 
in arid regions [13]. The temperature envelope is further expanded by 
the production process of modern aerospace composites, with curing 
temperatures ranging up to 180 ◦C for common aerospace thermoset 
materials.

In combination with atmospheric water content, icing conditions 
can be present that potentially impact aircraft performance [14]. There-
fore, large passenger aircraft have to take measures to prevent un-
desired changes to flight characteristics. To achieve this, a wing ice 
protection system (WIPS) is required. To protect the LE from the catas-
trophic effects of lightning, the LE has to be able to deal with the 
electrical current resulting from a lightning strike [14].

At fast travel speeds of large passenger aircraft, particles in the air 
can erode surfaces. This is not only relevant for solid particles, like 
sand, but also for water droplets. Erosion poses not only a challenge 
for part longevity but also NLF due to roughness increase. Thus wing 
LEs need to be protected against erosion if NLF is desired [15]. The 
LE structure has to be able to deal with the impact of birds in flight to 
“assure capability of continued safe flight and landing of the aeroplane” 
according to the EASA CS-25 [14]. Damage to the LE can be accepted. 
The main focus is to protect the wing box front spar. A bird strike can 
be one of the possible events necessitating a LE exchange. A specific LE 
skin thickness minimum of 5mm is given as a quantitative requirement 

for the design.
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Fig. 2. Temperature range experienced by a composite part in its lifecycle.
2.2. Requirements related to the aircraft concept

From the aircraft concept, relevant requirements for the design of 
the laminar LE are derived. The overall wing concept defines the LE 
high-lift device. While conventional slats are considered adversely to 
sustained NLF, most NLF wing concepts use Krueger flaps as a high-lift 
device. This provides also shielding against insect contamination while 
deployed and provides the possibility to design an upper wing surface 
free of large disturbances. For the design presented in this paper, a 
Krueger flap is defined as the default high-lift device at the LE. This 
also enables general access to the joint area between wing upper cover 
and LE when the Krueger flap is deployed.

The width of a high-lift device section in spanwise direction is de-
termined as a trade-off of following the curvature of the wing and the 
increasing weight added by high-lift kinematics and drives necessary 
for additional high-lift device section. The LE section width conforms 
to the high-lift section. In the concept discussed within this work, the 
LE section width is defined as 4.5m on aircraft level and 2.3m for the 
demonstrator. Despite all assumed differences between a laminar LE de-
sign and a conventional design, the replacement of a damaged LE must 
not take an excessive amount of time and labour to not impact the busi-
ness case of an NLF aircraft. Thus the LE exchange is required to be 
achievable within one night shift [16] without the need for a complex 
rig to unload the wing. Rework on a replacement LE is not permitted in 
the scope of this work: LEs need to be interchangeable.

The character of the wing exploiting the lower drag of an NLF 
boundary layer is also rooted in the overall aircraft concept. Laminar 
boundary layers are very sensitive to the effects of local surface dis-
turbances. These are typically defined as steps, gaps, waviness, and 
surface roughness. The latter includes 3d disturbances like fastener 
heads or insect contamination. The surface disturbances’ parameters, 
like step height, gap width and ratio of amplitude to wavelength, were 
early covered by handbook formula derived from flight experiments 
by Carmichael [4] and Nenni and Gluyas [5]. As a result of these ex-
periments, beneficial forms of steps are known [17]. The handbook 
formulae are known to be conservative for realistic transition predic-
tion for shaped steps [18], e.g., when using fillers to create ramps. 
Typical surface disturbances at the interface between two assembled 
components are shown in Fig. 3. Backward facing steps are generally 
considered to be more critical compared to forward facing steps due 
to adverse pressure gradients. More precise transition predictions are 
possible using computational methods nowadays. The boundary layer 
transition and effect of surface disturbances are dependent on the loca-
tion of the disturbance on the wing profile. Since most computational 
methods with higher accuracy tend to have long computation times and 
are thus equally costly, a wide screening of potential shapes, heights 
and preferable locations of flow disturbances like component interfaces 
for different flight conditions of an aircraft concept is still impracti-
cal. Only recently faster methods have emerged [19,20], potentially 
enabling a broader survey of surface disturbances to enable inclusion 
3

in a closed-loop NLF wing design or manufacturing engineering pro-
Fig. 3. Typical surface disturbances at the interface between two assembled 
components.

cess. They are, however, at the moment restricted to two-dimensional 
simulations. Thus, allowable step heights remain the prime parameter 
to evaluate the quality of an interface between two components on an 
NLF surface.

Since the scope of this work is focused on the structural design of the 
interface between the LE and the wing upper cover, waviness as an ex-
tended surface feature is not considered. 3d disturbances, step heights, 
and gaps are required to be minimised. Within this work for the specific 
joint location, a requirement of 0.5mm forward-facing step (FFS) and 
−0.1mm backward-facing step (BFS) is given. Values are derived using 
aforementioned handbook formulae. Those boundary conditions serve 
as central aerodynamic requirements and measure of success of the de-
sign process and of the ground based demonstrator. The gap at the LE 
interface is defined to be filled and thus no quantitative gap width re-
quirement is given. A 70° sidewall angle of the gap is defined to be 
required to enable a successful filling of the gap of the joined compo-
nents.

The LE structure is to be made out of a carbon-fibre-reinforced plas-
tic (CFRP) material. This is a wing-level design decision acting as a 
requirement for the LE, with wide implications for the detailed design.

3. Multi-material laminar leading edge design

The wing in scope of the development is a left-hand NLF wing of a 
medium-range large transport aircraft. The outer wing segment (Fig. 1) 
is considered in detail, with the GBD being the inner half of the outer 
wing segment. The wing is considered to have a Krueger flap high-lift 
device also serving as an insect shield to the LE through take-off and 
landing. Four sets of challenges can be identified on the LE that have to 
be addressed to enable laminar flow. Fig. 4 illustrates the joint to the 
upper cover and the gap area, the attachment of the LE to the rib and 
the multi-material layup.

The requirements for erosion protection, WIPS integration a CFRP 
structure, in combination with the thermal environment described in 

Section 2 lead to an attachment design different to the state of the art. 
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Table 1

Requirements overview.

Requirement Description Quantity

structural LE material CFRP
ice protection thermal WIPS
bird strike min. structural thickness 5mm
erosion protection steel erosion shield
lightning protection means of diverting electrical current
aerodynamic NLF minimal steps 0.5mm FFS, 0.1mm BFS
aerodynamic NLF minimise 3d disturbances
aerodynamic NLF gap filled 70° sidewall angle
LE high-lift device Krueger flap
max hole position deviation position deviation from nominal 0.5mm
interchangeability one night shift, no rework 7.5 h
Fig. 4. Key development areas for the NLF leading edge.

To support laminar flow over the LE and the joint, fastener heads on 
the outside of the structure will be avoided, with the exception of areas 
where two LE segments meet and a turbulent wedge in the airflow is ex-
pected anyway. The concept further allows for LE global deformation, 
while avoiding local waviness. Higher accuracy through rigid joints is 
only prioritised where NLF or other functional requirements make it 
necessary. Fastener loads are also reduced by allowing thermo-elastic 
deformation. Fewer fasteners also allow for faster exchange of a dam-
aged LE. A first iteration of the LE concept described in this section has 
been introduced in [21].

3.1. Multi-material, multi-functional laminate

The requirements regarding erosion resistance, lightning and ice 
protection lead to the design of the LE as a multi-material, multi-
functional structure. Composite materials show a weak erosion resis-
tance [22,23] when unprotected. CFRP components are also prone to 
damage by lightning strikes due to the material’s low electrical con-
ductivity and need lightning strike protection [24,25]. A steel foil is 
selected to enhance the erosion characteristics of the LE. It is a design 
choice common for modern composite wing LEs, for example, also ap-
plied to the B787 Dreamliner [26]. Based on impact trials, the thickness 
of the steel foil erosion protection on the outer surface is selected to 
be 0.125mm [27]. This steel foil thickness has proven to meet erosion 
protection requirements, to [28]. While commonly metallic meshes are 
used on composite airframe surface components, the steel foil also car-
ries the function of lightning protection, where only a sheet thickness 
of 0.025mm would be required [25].

An electro-thermal system is selected for the WIPS. This decision is 
deemed considerate regarding the trend to more electrical aircraft and 
efficient propulsion, avoiding engine bleed air as a heating source [26]. 
Also, high temperatures on the inside of the structure necessary to de-
liver the power needed for anti- and de-icing on the LE’s outer surface 
are avoided, as high temperatures can be damaging to composite mate-
rials. The WIPS consists of an electrically contacted CFRP layer embed-
ded in an isolating glass-fibre-reinforced plastic (GFRP) structure with a 
total thickness of 0.706mm. Within the demonstration, the WIPS is only 
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considered as part of the LE’s overall composite layup. The functional 
integration of the WIPS is out-of-scope, has however been successfully 
demonstrated [29] in anti-icing tests conducted in an icing wind tunnel.

The investigated multi-material LE structure is an enhanced design 
of the structure presented by Düring et al. [27] applying two modifi-
cations. As they are structurally compatible and permanently bonded 
to the CFRP structure, the WIPS and erosion protection are consid-
ered load-carrying and thus counted towards the minimum structural 
thickness of 5mm defined as bird strike requirement. With the CFRP 
base structure built out of 16 unidirectional (UD) layers with a layer 
thickness of 0.262mm, the total LE thickness is 5.023mm. This leads to 
a thickness reduction from initially 5.931mm as in [27] to 5.023mm
coming along with a mass reduction of about 14% for the LE structure. 
Second, ±45° fabric layers used by Düring et al. will be replaced by 45°
and −45° UD layers that are applicable for the automated fibre place-
ment (AFP) process. However, coupling effects between bending and 
twist appear in unsymmetrical but balanced laminates due to different 
distances of 45° and −45° layers from the laminate’s mid-plane.

With the multi-material layup, the thermo-elastic behaviour of the 
LE needs to be considered in the CFRP layup selection and the rib 
attachment design. The integration of erosion protection and electro-
thermal WIPS as integral parts of the LE lead to a multi-material 
structure with different physical properties, including the coefficient 
of thermal expansion (CTE), in the thickness direction. With the wide 
range of temperatures potentially experienced by a composite aircraft 
component, this leads to significant thermal deformations affecting the 
flight shape and shape of a loose replacement LE alike, potentially dis-
turbing aerodynamic performance and hindering interchange.

The thermal-induced deformations are accompanied by composite-
specific phenomena. Some, like warpage or the irreversible part of the 
spring-in phenomenon, result from the production process conditions 
and the part design itself. Compensation strategies and corresponding 
simulation frameworks are in general available [30] and are included 
in the design of a composite part to reach a certain target geometry. 
The state-of-the-art aircraft structural design of LE attachments fits the 
application of multi-material, functionally integrated structures poorly 
nonetheless. Through the presence of a multitude of fixed bearings in 
spanwise direction, each running along a LE rib from the tip of the pro-
file up to the joint of LE and wing box, a complex deformation will be 
present between those bearings under aerodynamic and thermal loads, 
leading to local waviness between the LE ribs. The attachment concept 
has to take care of this.

3.2. Mechanical wing cover joint

A mechanical connection is made at the interface between the LE 
and the upper cover. The joint between LE and wing upper cover is 
highly driven by the aerodynamic requirements, since conventional de-
signs rely highly on fasteners through the outer surface, creating 3d 
disturbances. The design choice also determines the possibility of LE in-
terchange. The access to the inside of the LE segment provided by the 
Krueger flap enables the positioning of the fastener elements on the in-

side of the structure. To support this, the wing cover has an integrated 
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Fig. 5. Detailed view of the upper cover joint arrangement.

Fig. 6. Detailed view of the fastener and eccentric bushings at the mechanical 
joint inside the structure.

vertical assembly element on the inside, called the LE stringer. The wing 
cover continues over the LE stringer with a small overhang. The LE has 
a matching integrated L-angle. Fig. 5 shows these features in a section 
of the LE joint with the upper cover.

To further enhance the ability for a quick interchange of damaged 
LEs, the fasteners through L-angle and LE stringer are positioned in 
two eccentric bushings to enable a form fit through predrilled holes 
protected by permanently installed bushings in the holes as shown in 
Fig. 6.

With this approach, no alterations to a spare part have to be made in 
contrast to the state-of-the-art, where time-consuming transfer of hole 
patterns would be necessary. The second advantage of the eccentric 
bushings is their ability to provide a means of fine adjustment to the 
assembly: Through a defined relative rotation of the bushings, a purely 
vertical relative movement of the LE can be induced to establish a safe 
contact of the upper cover overlap and the LE landing to facilitate the 
compliant step height through the selection of the part’s production 
processes.

3.3. Laminar wing cover interface

In addition to the avoidance of fastener heads from the mechanical 
joint, the interface has also to consider the aerodynamic NLF allowables 
for FFS and BFS as presented in Section 2.2. Compliance with the step 
height requirement is ensured by the form fit of both LE and wing cover 
overhang and by the use of fitted fastener elements through L-angle and 
LE stringer that prevent any change in the step. The step height control 
itself is achieved by a suitable selection of production processes: The 
upper cover overhang thickness is controlled by a closed mould and the 
recess for the upper cover overhang on the LE is formed directly by an 
open mould. Thus, material thickness variations typical to composite 
5

components produced from prepregs in open mould processes have no 
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Fig. 7. Improvements in integrated landing design: 100mm wide test specimen 
of an integrated landing (top), section of a laminate with resin-filled edge prone 
to cracking (lower left, resin zone visibly in dark), and improved laminate detail 
at the edge with GFRP wedge and steel on the surface (lower right).

influence on the joint’s step height. The option to use an individually 
applied filler between the components to achieve a minimum step be-
tween the wing cover and LE is dismissed, for no alterations to a spare 
part are allowed in case of a necessary replacement.

Inside the structure, the LE forms a landing. The landing is defined 
as the horizontal support where the wing cover overhang rests on the 
LE skin segment running under the wing cover. This landing, as well as 
the L-angle of the LE where the mechanical connection is made, is di-
rectly formed by the continuous fibres of the LE skin. For a structural 
component, sharp edges and changes in the direction of fibres should 
be avoided, as they may result in damage to fibres in the production 
process and out-of-plane stresses under load. However, such edges can 
be found in structures nonetheless. The application of a ramp or a suf-
ficiently large radius at the edge of the recess in the LE is no option for 
an NLF application. A radius would lead to an undefined run out with 
an infinitesimal low thickness of a gap filler material. A sharp edge in 
contrast would provide a controlled environment for filling, would how-
ever without other remedial measures lead to above mentioned possible 
disadvantageous structural effects. The edge itself would, since carbon 
fibres will not fill the edge of a mould cavity, be filled with the ma-
trix resin of the composite used. Resin-rich areas are more brittle and 
could get lost over time in operation, leaving an undefined, larger gap 
or creating a gap in front of the filler.

To mitigate the negative impact on structural performance and pro-
vide the defined edge at the interface, a wedge inlay is introduced. With 
approximately 5mm of constant thickness directly at the gap and a ta-
per ratio of 1:10, it allows for a smooth redirection of structural fibres 
and WIPS layers towards the inside of the structure. Fig. 7 shows micro-
sections of a recess with and without wedge inlay and a fully integrated 
landing specimen. GFRP is selected as wedge material since it can be 
integrated into the composite production process seamlessly. The steel 
foil erosion protection ends right at the gap, too. The recess in the LE 
itself is designed to shift the target step height between LE and wing up-
per cover to 0.2mm, to avoid the closeness of a target zero step height 
to the more sensitive BFS tolerance. The gap wall is defined with a 70°
angle.

3.4. Rib attachment

The design of the rib attachment addresses the requirement to avoid 
fastener heads on the surface and serves the needs of the multi-material 
layup. In conventional design, fastener heads are present on the outer 
surface where a LE is bolted to a forward wing rib flange. The multi-
material design of the LE skin poses another important boundary con-
dition: Caused by the asymmetric application of the erosion shielding’s 
steel foil on the LE’s surface and the mismatch of the CTE of CFRP, steel 

and WIPS structure, variations in temperature lead to shape changes 
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Fig. 8. The rib attachment in the GBD assembly.

of the LE. High temperatures in the fibre composite production and 
temperatures varying over a wide range in aircraft operation demand 
compensation of the associated deformations in the LE’s production pro-
cess as well as a tailored attachment to deliver the shape necessary for 
sustained laminar flow under cruise flight conditions.

To address both fastener heads on the surface and thermo-elastic 
deformations, the attachment concept removes any direct connections 
between forward wing ribs and upper LE skin. Thus, first of all, fastener 
heads are removed from the surface. Second, local waviness between 
ribs is prevented and a fit problem is resolved: Whatever a detailed 
design of a direct attachment between ribs and LE skin might be, the 
multi-material structure would have a different shape at different as-
sembly temperatures. This would require adaptions or the use of ex-
cessive force if LE exchange is necessary. At the same time, it would 
be arguably hard to impossible to compensate the production tool of 
a multi-material composite structure as used within this project if a 
conventional attachment would have been used. Local deformations 
between ribs would have to be compensated in the tool surface and 
tailored to achieve a nominal profile shape in cruise flight under aero-
dynamic and thermal loads. The LE would have to be produced with 
pre-formed bulges between the ribs that achieve their smooth, nominal 
shape in cruise flight. This shape would be very complicated to simu-
late for compensation and its producibility is highly questionable. Local 
3d plastic pre-deformation of the steel foil would be necessary as well 
as an equally shaped curing mould, where both parts would have to 
achieve a tight fit when the preform is placed in the mould.

The new attachment concept translates this to a global deformation 
challenge only. The LE in this concept is only supported at the joint to 
the upper wing cover and by a pendulum strut-like connection between 
the ribs and the lower end of the LE where the Krueger flap connects to 
the LE when retracted (Fig. 8). This allows for a “free” and controlled 
deformation of the LE surface under thermal and mechanical loads over 
its chordwise direction and span. This global deformation can be pre-
dicted and tailored to cruise conditions. Deviations in non-cruise flight 
can be tolerated, for the associated free flow conditions oppose effective 
support of the laminar boundary layer anyway.

The pendulum strut is designed to support the LE profile in verti-
cal and chordwise direction through the connection to two lugs at each 
rib. The strut in chordwise direction allows for adjustment to tolerances 
through a turnbuckle. In the vertical direction, a combination of an 
eccentric bolt and an eccentric bushing is introduced to allow for toler-
ance compensation. This capability is discrete, for the bolt and bushing 
are secured by form fit in their rotational degree of freedom, with 12 
positions possible. Each connection at the rib and LE uses a spherical 
bearing to allow for tolerances and small movement out of the rib plane. 
The selection of the eccentric bolt/bushing combination in the vertical 
link is a special design only necessary for the outer wing and not a 
necessity of the concept. The LE profile is becoming so thin, that a con-
ventional turnbuckle design is no more applicable here. Other design 
6

solutions are possible.
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Fig. 9. Detailed structural model of the 4.5m long outer section of the NLF wing 
investigated in the FEA.

The fittings on the LEs are placed on the landing where the closed 
Kruger flap is located. Fasteners through the composite structure are 
thus placed where they are covered by the Krueger flap in flight. The 
LE surface on the lower side is thus kept free of disturbances up to the 
interface of LE and Krueger flap.

4. Numerical design verification

The multi-material laminar LE design presented in Section 3 is veri-
fied numerically by means of finite element analysis (FEA) with regard 
to the NLF requirements listed in Table 1. Since laminar flow is very 
sensitive to surface discontinuities in terms of steps and gaps, special 
attention is paid to the interface between the LE and the upper wing 
cover. Interface steps are only evaluated at the NLF design use case un-
der cruise flight conditions. NLF conditions are for the purpose of this 
article not considered to be present outside of cruise flight. The struc-
tural model is a detailed design of a 4.5m long outer wing section (cf. 
Fig. 1). The structural elements implemented in the model are shown 
in Fig. 9. The nominal wing shape is identical to the shape of the un-
loaded wing at assembly temperature, i.e. shape compensation for flight 
loads is not yet considered in the design process. Sizing and verification 
of all components, including forward wing ribs, is done using several 
manoeuvre load cases.

The LE laminate has a major influence on meeting the NLF require-
ments due to its asymmetrical layup driven by operational constraints, 
as described in Section 3.1. In particular, bending–twist coupling in-
duced by different CTE and by 45° and −45° UD layers distorts the LE 
under operational loads. The LE distortions increase the upper cover 
joint’s step height and affect the NLF requirements. Therefore, opti-
mising the LE’s CFRP base layup and stacking sequence can reduce 
bending–twist coupling, which is a prerequisite for maintaining laminar 
flow. In addition, the LE layup strongly affects assembly forces during 
LE interchange and fastener forces during flight.

A numerical study on the variation of the LE’s CFRP base layup 
is conducted aiming to reduce bending–twist coupling induced by 45°
and −45° UD layers, to improve the LE interchangeability by the re-

duction of assembly forces, and to reduce loads and fastener forces in 
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Table 2

Load cases investigated.

Load case Structural loads Thermal loads Investigated parameters

Cruise 𝑛𝑧 = 1 (surface pressure) −56 ◦C Laminar flow requirements (step height)
Critical gust 𝑛𝑧 = 2.78 (SMT loads) −56 ◦C

Static strength, stability and fastener loads
Critical manoeuvre 𝑛𝑧 = −1 (SMT loads) −56 ◦C
On ground (hot/mid/cold) Gravity 90 ◦C, 23 ◦C, −70 ◦C LE interchangeability
critical load cases. Since the asymmetrical multi-material LE laminate 
is affected by changes in temperature, the effect of assembly temper-
ature on step height and fastener forces is evaluated to assess the LE 
under changing operational conditions. The numerically verified multi-
material LE design forms the basis for the realisation of a functional 
demonstrator.

4.1. High-fidelity FEA model

A precise prediction of the structure’s loading and deformation un-
der operational aspects requires a high-fidelity engineering model. This 
study uses the simulation software MSC Nastran to model the outer 
wing section shown in Fig. 9 with a section width of 4.5m. The primary 
structural components of the wing box and LE are modelled in detail 
using 2D shell elements (CQUAD4, CTRIA3), whereas non-structural 
masses are modelled as concentrated mass elements (CONM2). The ma-
terial parameters for composites are written in PCOMP cards. Stiffnesses 
of fastener elements (CFAST) are calculated using the Huth formula-
tion [31]. The degrees of freedom provided by the flexible rib attach-
ments are realised using rigid body elements (RBE2, RBE3).

Table 2 shows the load cases investigated. This paper aims to show 
that the presented LE design is able to fulfil the NLF requirements 
from Table 1. However, laminar flow is highly sensitive to upstream 
turbulences, and therefore, the laminar flow requirements are only in-
vestigated for the cruise load case. In particular, the step height at the 
interface between the LE and the upper wing cover is evaluated since 
this is the most critical area for laminar flow from the structural de-
sign point of view. The calculation of the step height is performed by 
evaluating the difference in node displacements on both sides of the 
wing cover interface relative to the local flow direction. The cruise load 
case applies aerodynamic loads as surface distributed pressure loads 
and thermal loads representing the temperature difference between as-
sembly (𝑇assembly = 23 ◦C) and altitude (𝑇cruise = −56 ◦C).

Critical flight load cases are investigated to prove that the structure 
withstands ultimate flight loads. Therefore, static strength (Tsai-Wu 
failure theorem), stability (linear buckling analysis) and fastener loads 
(shear and axial loads) are evaluated. Two most critical load cases are 
identified limiting the flight envelope: a gust load case with a load factor 
of 𝑛𝑧 = 2.78 and a manoeuvre load case with a load factor of 𝑛𝑧 = −1. 
Referring to EASA’s certification specification CS 25 [14], limit loads 
are multiplied by 1.5 to receive ultimate loads. Flight loads are applied 
as shear–moment–torsion (SMT) loads [32] introduced at the ribs inside 
the wing box.

In addition, investigations on LE interchangeability are performed, 
which is necessary e.g. after bird strike. In a best-case scenario, the 
removal of a damaged LE and installation of a replacement can be 
performed on an aircraft without the need to unload the wing via spe-
cialised racks at any airport worldwide under all climate conditions 
of the aircraft’s operational envelope. The on-ground load cases inves-
tigate the LE interchangeability for a wing deflected by gravity and 
exposed to thermal loading. Initially, assembly in an air-conditioned 
shop floor at 𝑇assembly = 23 ◦C is considered. Subsequently, assembly 
performed on an airfield at extreme ambient temperatures (−70 ◦C to 
90 ◦C [13]) is investigated to assess the influence of operational aspects 
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on NLF requirements.
Table 3

Different layups for the CFRP base structure of the multi-material 
LE. The LE part coordinate system is oriented with respect to the 
front spar of the wing box with the 0°-layer oriented in spanwise 
direction.

Description Layup

quasi-isotropic [St/WIPS/(45°/0°/−45°/90°)2𝑠]
0°-dominated [St/WIPS/(0°3/45°/0°2/−45°/90°)𝑠]
90°-dominated [St/WIPS/(90°3/45°/90°2/−45°/0°)𝑠]
±45°-dominated [St/WIPS/(45°/−45°/90°/−45°/45°/−45°/45°/0°)𝑠]

4.2. Layup selection driven by operational requirements

Implementing a NLF LE is challenging since the interface between 
LE and upper wing cover can induce disturbances in the flow causing 
a laminar–turbulent transition. Narrow limits for step heights must be 
fulfilled to enable NLF. The asymmetric multi-material LE structure pre-
sented in Section 3.1, however, induces bending–twist coupling when 
subjected to structural and thermal loads, resulting in a shape change 
at the wing cover interface. Therefore, the layup of the LE laminate 
has a significant effect on satisfying the NLF requirements at the wing 
cover interface. This section describes the selection process of an advan-
tageous layup for the LE’s CFRP base structure by means of FEA under 
consideration of operational requirements.

A set of different LE layups is defined covering the reasonable de-
sign space considering general design rules for fibre-reinforced plastics. 
In particular, the layups are balanced, the minimum fibre amount in 
each of the four principle directions is 10%, and the maximum num-
ber of adjacent plies of the same orientation is three [33,34]. Fibre 
angles are limited to [0°/45°/−45°/90°] due to manufacturing reasons. 
In this paper, a selection of the four most expressive layups is pre-
sented, shown in Table 3. These are a quasi-isotropic layup, a layup with 
maximum spanwise bending stiffness (0°-dominated), a layup with min-
imum spanwise bending stiffness (90°-dominated), and a shear laminate 
(±45°-dominated). Several more layups were investigated, but their re-
sults are in between the results of the aforementioned layups and do 
not show advantages compared to the presented layups.

The layups are evaluated with regard to aerodynamic step height, 
loads on fastener elements, assembly forces, bending–twist coupling, 
static strength, and stability. Fig. 10 shows the step height at the in-
terface between LE and wing cover for all laminates as a function of 
spanwise coordinate. The dotted horizontal lines in the diagram de-
scribe the aerodynamic limits for laminar flow that are given in Table 1. 
The variation in step height is small for all laminates at medium span 
and increases at the segment edges caused by the fixed connection be-
tween end ribs and LE skin in the FE model. The step height is within 
the limits required for maintaining NLF.

Fig. 11 shows the shear forces experienced by the fastener elements 
at the wing cover interface for all laminates in the most critical flight 
load cases. Axial fastener forces are determined as negligible compared 
to shear forces. The figure shows a strong dependence on the LE lami-
nate and on the load case. The fastener forces increase with increasing 
bending stiffness in the 2.78 𝑔 gust load case, whereas the fastener forces 
are less dependent on the layup in the −1 𝑔 manoeuvre load case.

Assembly forces are estimated by replicating the wing on-ground 
bending curve during LE interchange. The LE is fixed at the inboard 

end, while a forced displacement is applied in the shear centre at the 
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Fig. 10. Step height in cruise for different LE layups. NLF allowables as red 
horizontal dotted lines.

Table 4

Coefficients of the ABD matrix for different CFRP base layups of the 
multi-material LE structure. 𝐷11 correlates with the bending stiff-
ness of the laminate, whereas 𝐵16/𝐵26/𝐵66 and 𝐷16/𝐷26 indicate the 
membrane–bending and bending–twist coupling.

Laminate Coefficients

𝐵16, 𝐵26
in N

𝐵66
in N

𝐷11
in N mm

𝐷16, 𝐷26
in N mm

quasi-isotropic 1.17 ⋅ 100 −1.06 ⋅ 104 7.22 ⋅ 105 4.74 ⋅ 104
0°-dominated 1.58 ⋅ 100 −2.59 ⋅ 104 1.17 ⋅ 106 2.37 ⋅ 104
90°-dominated 1.58 ⋅ 100 −2.59 ⋅ 104 3.40 ⋅ 105 2.37 ⋅ 104
±45°-dominated 1.71 ⋅ 100 4.73 ⋅ 103 5.14 ⋅ 105 2.63 ⋅ 103

outboard end. It is assumed that the assembly forces correlate with the 
bending stiffness of the LE structure. The bending stiffness is calcu-
lated by using the compliant matrix of the LE laminate. Table 4 shows 
selected coefficients of the ABD matrix of all laminates. The 𝐷11 coeffi-
cient correlates with the spanwise bending stiffness and changes with a 
factor of about 3.5 between the different layups. However, the calcula-
tions show that the forces required to fit the LE on the deformed wing 
during LE interchange are small for all laminates.

The asymmetric multi-material LE laminate is prone to bending–
twist coupling under structural and thermal loads. Fig. 12 shows the 
free LE deformation due to thermal loads caused by different CTE in 
the multi-material LE laminate. With negative temperature differences, 
two effects are visible: upward bending in spanwise direction and an 
opening of the profile section. With positive temperature differences, 
the effects act in the opposite direction. Additionally, bending–twist 
coupling occurs that is dependent on the layup (number and position of 
45° and −45° plies). Comparisons with Table 4 show a good correlation 
between the amount of bending–twist coupling and the magnitude of 
the coupling coefficients of the laminate’s ABD-matrix (𝐵16, 𝐵26, 𝐵66, 
𝐷16, and 𝐷26). By optimising the layup and stacking sequence, the cou-
pling coefficients are reduced by one order of magnitude in the case 
of the ±45°-dominated laminate, resulting in an almost zero LE twist 
under thermal loads, as shown in Fig. 12 (d).

Further investigations indicate that both static strength and stability 
are of no concern for any layup investigated. No failure at ultimate load 
occurs in either the 2.78 𝑔 gust load case or the −1 𝑔 manoeuvre load 
case.

Based on the numerical results presented in this section, the ±45°-
dominated layup is most advantageous for the multi-material NLF LE. 
Compared to all other investigated layups, the ±45°-dominated layup 
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provides the best trade-off in terms of step height, fastener forces, 
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assembly forces, and bending–twist coupling. Therefore, the ±45°-
dominated layup is selected for implementation in the GBD and for the 
following numerical design verification.

4.3. Simulation-based design verification considering operational aspects

The design of the NLF-compliant LE is verified under additional con-
sideration of operational aspects. The operational aspects are related to 
the interchangeability of the LE for an aircraft parking on an airfield 
at extreme ambient temperatures and free cantilevered wings. The ef-
fect of a variable assembly temperature on the NLF requirements (step 
height) and fastener forces is evaluated since thermal loads have a sig-
nificant influence on the deformation of the asymmetric multi-material 
LE structure. The numerical model used for the design verification is 
the detailed structural model shown in Fig. 9 using the ±45°-dominated 
layup selected in the previous subsection for the multi-material LE struc-
ture.

Fig. 13 shows the step height at the wing cover interface in cruise for 
a LE assembled at 𝑇assembly = −70 ◦C, 23 ◦C and 90 ◦C. The step height 
increases with increasing temperature difference between assembly and 
cruise (𝑇cruise = −56 ◦C). However, the difference is small at medium 
span but increases at the segment edges.

A variation in assembly temperature also affects the loads acting 
on the fasteners at the mechanical joint between the LE and upper 
wing cover. Fig. 14 shows that maximum shear forces that have to be 
considered for the dimensioning of the fastener elements are strongly 
influenced by the assembly temperature. The effect of the assembly 
temperature is opposite for the 2.78 𝑔 gust load case and the −1 𝑔 ma-
noeuvre load case, since reduced assembly temperatures increase the 
fastener loads on an upwards bending wing, whereas enhanced assem-
bly temperatures increase the fastener loads on a downward bending 
wing. The dependence of the fastener forces from the temperature dif-
ference is mainly driven by the different CTE in the single layers of the 
multi-material LE laminate.

The evaluation of static strength and stability reveals that all struc-
tural elements implemented in the detailed model of the outer wing 
section can bear the loads even in the worst combination of assem-
bly temperature and flight loads. Moreover, it was shown that the NLF 
requirements, especially in terms of step height, are met for all in-
vestigated cases in cruise flight. Therefore, the presented design of a 
NLF-compliant multi-material LE structure in combination with the de-
tailed wing box design and the flexible rib attachment proves to be 
suitable for realising a functional demonstrator.

5. Experimental validation

In the test-based validation, the interchangeability of the LE is to be 
demonstrated and the resulting step heights between LE and wing up-
per cover are assessed in the neutral, on-ground, and cruise deformation 
states of the wing. A GBD wing section and test rig for its deformation 
are designed for this purpose. The test rig and overall GBD design are 
summed up in this article. A more detailed account of the test rig opti-
misation process is publicly available [35]. Step height measurements 
on the demonstrator are made using a 3d optical measurement system 
and are subsequently analysed as discrete steps at automatically gener-
ated LE surface sections.

5.1. Test rig design and test article production

The GBD structure is designed to support the focus on the LE attach-
ment through its design. It consists of a 2.3m wing section connected to 
a test rig with electro-mechanical actuators to facilitate the deformation 
of the GBD. However, the wing section does not include a lower wing 
cover or a rear spar. As the demonstrator is intended to be deformed, 
those additional stiffening elements are deemed unnecessary and even 

disadvantageous for reaching the demonstration goals, because their 
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Fig. 11. Shear forces at upper cover joint fasteners: (a) Gust load case with 𝑛 = 2.78. (b) Manoeuvre load case with 𝑛 = −1.
Fig. 12. Thermal deformation of the LE at 𝑇 = −70 ◦C for different layups: (a) 
quasi-isotropic, (b) 0°-dominated, (c) 90°-dominated, and (d) ±45°-dominated 
layup.

Fig. 13. Step height at the wing cover interface in cruise for different LE assem-
bly temperatures. NLF allowables as red horizontal dotted lines.

use would have resulted in far larger deformation forces. Other than 
the LE with its attachment elements and wing upper cover, all struc-
tural components are not sized for aircraft operational loads. They are 
designed to support the function of the demonstrator. Fig. 15 provides 
9

an overview of the test rig and GBD main components.
𝑧 𝑧

In detail, the demonstrator wing section consists of a CFRP wing up-
per cover, five CFRP box ribs and a front spar as well as eight machined 
aluminium LE ribs in addition to the LE. Six of the LE ribs support the 
floating LE attachment concept with struts, while both ribs at the end 
of the demonstrator have flanges to support an attachment with bolts 
through the outer surface of the LE. The underlying laminar wing con-
cept with LE segments wider than 4m permits turbulent joints between 
adjacent LE segments. This is adopted to the reduced span of 2.3m on 
the demonstrator. The wing cover production is described in [36]. Also 
designed for NLF, it provides a surface with low waviness and without 
fastener heads on the outer surface. This is achieved by the integration 
of stringers, ribcaps and sparcaps.

The ribs, front spar and LE ribs are kept simple with regard to ge-
ometry and production. The strength of LE, wing cover and LE ribs is 
verified in the global FE model detailed in Section 4. The strength of 
the individual components of the rib attachments (see Fig. 8) is verified 
in separate detailed FE models using the nodal reaction forces of the 
RBEs used to represent them in the global FE model. The layup of box 
ribs and front spar is derived as part of the test rig optimisation process. 
The optimisation goal of the test rig optimisation process [35] is to min-
imise the deviation between surface deformation of the demonstrator 
achieved by the test rig and the cruise flight deformation target shape 
of the wing as achieved in the FE simulation of the outer wing (Sec-
tion 4). The strength of all composite components of the demonstrator is 
assessed as an additional constraint (Tsai-Wu criterion) of the optimisa-
tion, including wing cover and LE already verified using the manoeuvre 
load cases in the wing FE model. Actuator positions, elongations and 
direction as well as rib and front spar thickness and their layup are 
parameters of the optimisation process. The demonstrator components 
are represented in an FE model, with a Python script iterating the pa-
rameters using the Mixed-Integer-Distributed-Ant-Colony-Optimization 
(MIDACO) algorithm [37]. In a series of optimisation runs, the num-
ber of actuators was set to six, which are placed vertically under the 
middle rib, two vertically under the outer rib, one vertically and one 
slanted under the front spar, with the latter to compensate for rigid-
body rotation caused by the wing taper relative to the fixed bearing at 
the innermost rib. The bearing is free to rotate. The final test stand uses 
electro-mechanical actuators capable of applying 5 kN each, placed on 
a machine bed.

The composite ribs and spar of the box section were manufactured 
in-house using Hexcel M21 T700 prepreg material in a vacuum bag 
autoclave process. The box section of the demonstration structure is 
assembled using an adaptable, actively actuated test rig to compensate 
for the flexibility of the wing upper cover. Ribs and spars are placed in a 
rigid jig for the assembly process. The quality of the wing cover surface 
is checked with a GOM ATOS 3d scanning device during assembly and 

corrected using the actuators if needed [38]. The LE ribs use the wing 
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Fig. 14. Shear forces at upper cover joint fasteners for different leading edge assembly temperatures: (a) Gust load case with 𝑛𝑧 = 2.78. (b) Manoeuvre load case 
with 𝑛𝑧 = −1.

Fig. 15. Test rig and ground-based demonstrator setup.
cover LE stringer and predrilled holes for the LE assembly as a reference 
for installation.

The development of the LE production process was given special 
care, especially with respect to the integrated landing and GFRP wedge 
inlay. Suitable production parameters for the wedge are determined in 
an independent study [39]. The GFRP wedges for the LEs are stacked 
by hand to their wedge shape and then the tool-facing portion of the 
wedge is trimmed with a robot-mounted ultrasonic blade. The wedge 
is placed in the curing mould on top of the surface-treated erosion 
shield steel foil. The surface treatment of the steel foil is made accord-
ing to [40]. The curing mould is three-parted, with the L-angle section 
and the Krueger landing portion removable from the main tool to ad-
dress the undercuts and enable demoulding. The layup of the structural 
CFRP layers and the WIPS are preformed on a separate preforming tool 
and transferred to the curing mould with a dedicated jig. The curing 
mould is vacuum bagged and the LE is cured in an autoclave process. 
A detailed account on the development of the LE production process is 
given in [41]. The GBD LE is compensated for spring-in at the L-angle 
and the profile and is in a pragmatic approach also considering ther-
mal expansion of the components. The spanwise effects of the different 
CTEs of the structure’s constituents are not considered in the compen-
sation to not overcomplicate tooling design and manufacturing. The LE 
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thus shows a global deformation as a result of the temperature differ-
ence Δ𝑇 = 159 ◦C between the composite processing temperature and 
the installation test temperature. This deformation is present in all de-
formation states, including cruise, since no thermal loads are applied in 
the GBD tests.

5.2. Test procedure and assessment method

Two LEs are available for installation, LE2 and LE3. The LE number, 
installation state (“neutral” n or “on-ground” g) and deformation state 
measured (“neutral” n, “on-ground” g or “cruise” c) are subsequently 
given to designate a data set. The first number in the designation in-
dicates the instance of the installation with the given LE in the given 
installation state, 1 or 2. In this case, 2 means this is the second data 
set with the exact same installation parameters as the set designated 
with 1 using the same LE installed in the same GBD deformation state. 
Four installations of a LE were made, three in the “neutral” deformation 
state (LE3n, LE3n_rep, LE2n) of the GBD and one in the “on-ground” 
state (LE2g). In all installations, all three deformation states of the GBD 
are used as measurement positions. Thus, 12 surface measurements are 
made (see Table 5). The installation states are selected to check the re-
producibility of the manual installation, compare differences between 
both used LEs and compare the operationally relevant installation in the 

on-ground state to the neutral state.
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Table 5

Test overview.

Scope of tests Data set name Installation state Measurement state

Interchangeability LE3nn, LE3nn_rep, LE2nn neutral neutral
Deformation reversibility LE3ng, LE3ng_rep, LE2ng neutral ground
NLF compliance LE3nc, LE3nc_rep, LE2nc neutral cruise
Operational interchangeability LE2gg ground ground
Deformation reversibility LE2gn ground neutral
NLF compliance LE2gc ground cruise

LE_i_j_k_rep: i = specimen number, j = installation state, k = measurement state, rep = repeated.

Fig. 16. LE rib attachment (left) and joint to the upper cover with eccentric bushings (right) on the GBD.
The LE installation procedure is made up of five steps. The LE is (1) 
fitted to the wing box loosely supported by the end ribs, where bolts 
are placed to prevent the LE from dropping away. Eccentric bushings 
and fasteners are placed at the joint to the upper cover (2). Fasteners 
are tightened to a degree where axial movement is prevented (Fig. 16, 
right). Then, bolts at the rib attachments are placed (3) (see Fig. 16, 
left). Beginning in the middle of the LE‘s L-angle, the eccentric bushings 
are subsequently adjusted and the respective fasteners are tightened to 
secure the connection when safe contact between LE landing and wing 
cover overhang is achieved (4). The contact between both parts, concep-
tually delivering the desired step height, is checked in the installation 
process using a light gap method. On the LE stringer radius of the wing 
cover, an LED light band is placed along the span of the GBD in a void 
between LE and wing cover. The light can be seen on the wing surface 
looking at the gap between LE and wing cover. If contact between both 
parts in vertical direction is achieved by manipulation of the eccentric 
bushings, the light is no longer visible, giving simple optical feedback. 
The installation is concluded by tightening the bolt at the end ribs (5) 
only placed to secure the LE in step 1.

The measurement of the surface is done with a GOM Atos 3d optical 
measurement system. Spanwise sections of the surface are exported and 
used in a Python script that automatically identifies the surface points 
of the wing cover and LE and constructs a point at the edge of the wing 
cover in the respective section at which the step height is measured as 
the distance between the fitted curves of the LE and wing cover surface 
points. The step height is measured normal to the LE curve to represent 
the projected step height of the slightly sloped flank of the gap the air-
flow from the LE surface would pass. The measurements thus reference 
a virtual airflow over the gap tangent to the measured LE surface. A 
detailed account of the automated step estimation tool is given in [42].

5.3. Test results

The results of the test made with the GBD are categorised as results 
in step heights achieved in the installation of both LEs and a more re-
fined comparison of the differences observed between installations as a 
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means to assess if interchangeability is achieved.
Fig. 17. Step heights for all deformation states for test series LE3. NLF allow-
ables as red horizontal dotted lines.

5.3.1. Step heights

Fig. 17 shows the step height over GBD spanwise coordinate for LE 
no. 3 installed in the neutral position and measured in all three defor-
mation cases. Clearly visible boundary effects at the start and beginning 
of the LE are visible, comparable to the effects visible in the simulations. 
The graphs show a global tendency of decreasing step height over the 
span. Disregarding the boundary effects all measured steps are located 
in a corridor of about 0.2mm. At the last section of the LE to the upper 
cover joint between rib no. 6 and the end rib, the step height slightly 
undercuts the NLF allowable of a 0.1mm BFS. With a local maximum 
at the rib no. 5 at spanwise coordinate approx. 1600mm, a pronounced 
anomaly can be identified. Deviations between deformation states are 
small. The diagram for installation 1LE3n is shown exemplarily. The 
plots for all four installations are very similar. For comparison, Fig. 18
can be referenced.

Fig. 18 shows the step height over the spanwise coordinate in the 
neutral deformation state of each LE deformation. With the exception of 
LE2gn, the plots show the step in the state of the LE’s assembly prior to 

any deformation. In general, the graph shows a small deviation between 
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Fig. 18. Step heights for all installations in the neutral position. NLF allowables 
as red horizontal dotted lines.

the steps for different installations, with the same distinct features. LE 
no. 2 shows in the innermost area of the GBD significantly larger step 
heights as are present in both installations of LE no. 3.

The distinct features in the plots can be explained by existing devia-
tions of the build status to a nominal geometry. From [38], it is known 
the wing box has, as was expected by the wing cover used, not the nom-
inal CAD shape. This is confirmed by optical measurements using the 
GOM Atos system. In addition to the box shape as-is, the LE end ribs 
show a tendency of an increasing deviation in their angle compared to 
the wing cover surface, leading to a light torsion of the LE towards the 
outermost rib, with the profile pointing more downward than at the in-
ner endrib. Such a deviation would lead to the LE surface tangent in the 
affected sections pointing increasingly upward, leading to the interpre-
tation of smaller step heights in the chosen assessment methodology. 
The pronounced anomaly at the approximate GBD span coordinate of 
1600mm can be interpreted by a similar mechanism. The LE ribs at 
this position have been identified to be located higher relative to the 
neighbouring ribs. This lifts the attachment point between rib and LE, 
leading to a relative rotation of the LE profile with respect to the upper 
cover joint. The LE tangent is pointing lower relative to the neighbour-
ing areas of the joint. The assessment method would deliver (relatively) 
higher step heights. Local effects from wing cover thickness deviations 
can be ruled out.

The seemingly extended boundary effect of LE2 visible in Fig. 18
can be traced to fastener holes out of tolerance. The capacity of the ec-
centric bushings to compensate for hole deviations of 0.5mm in each 
part is exceeded. In the measured state of the GBD, the eccentric bush-
ings are adjusted to their maximum compensatory capacity, however, 
fail to establish contact between LE and wing upper cover overhang in 
the affected fastener positions, evident by the still present light gap in 
the assembly process.

Fig. 19 shows the global surface deformation of the GBD measure-
ment of installation LE3nn compared to the CAD surface as a best fit 
over the coloured area. Note that measurements based on a best fit are 
always highly dependent on the surfaces selected for the fitting and lo-
cal measurements contain components from the global positioning that 
minimises deviations for the whole surface. As expected a characteristic 
global deformation of the LE can be observed as a result of the produc-
tion process, with a minimum of −2.47mm (measured surface below 
nominal surface) in this reference system. The fact that the determined 
step heights at the interface of LE and wing cover are in a tight corridor 
mostly within the NLF threshold, proves the concept allows for a global 
deformation of the LE skin while retaining a rigid joint at the locations 
with higher tolerance requirements. With respect to profile tolerances, 
Heinrich and Kruse [43] have shown for an NLF wing that spring-in 
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Fig. 19. Global best-fit comparison of surface measurement to CAD for LE3nn.

Fig. 20. Mean differences of step heights between different installations.

for each other. The process-induced deformations of the LE through the 
multi-material LE are not directly comparable through the effects of the 
different CTEs throughout the structure, however, the direction of the 
global deformation of the LE and the aerodynamic loads have equally 
opposing directions of action in this case. A partial mutual elimination 
seems possible as well as the 3d compensation of process-induced de-
formations to a defined degree.

5.3.2. Interchangeability

To assess the repeatability of the installation as a measure to prove 
interchangeability, Fig. 20 shows the mean value of the spanwise dif-
ferences between the step heights measured in the installation states 
between different installations. Only measurements between 350mm
and 2140mm are used in this comparison. In this section, the out-of-
tolerance holes at the joint of LE2 are neglected to establish comparable 
conditions for the comparison of the installation runs. The first differ-
ence LE3-LE3_rep, shows the repeatability for the same LE in the same 
installation state. LE3-LE2 shows the mean difference between the two 
LEs used in the same installation state and LE2n-LE2g enables a com-
parison between the same LE for installation in neutral and on-ground 
state. The smallest mean difference is achieved for a repeated installa-
tion of the same LE (LE3) with −0.0059mm. The largest mean difference 
is measured between both installation states of LE2. However, all mean 
differences are small with absolute values below 0.05mm.

Thus, the results show a high degree of repeatability of the manual 
installation process. The achievable installation accuracy seems higher 
than the manufacturing-dependent variation introduced through the 
use of different parts. The results shown in Figs. 17–20 have shown both 
repeatability of the installation of a LE using the developed attachment 
concept on the same LE, the general interchangeability with a replace-
ment LE and the feasibility of both under on-ground deformation of the 
GBD wing section.

The interchange of two LEs, including de-installation of all bolts and 
fasteners, LE removal, preliminary fitting of the replacement LE and 

subsequent adjustment of the eccentric bushings, was done by two en-
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gineers in 3 hours and 43 minutes. With a full LE span roughly twice 
the width of the GBD and assuming a linear scaling of interchange time 
with increasing width, the goal of a full LE segment interchange in one 
night shift is achievable.

6. Conclusion and outlook

A multi-material LE and attachment concept for a NLF wing have 
been developed. The interface of the LE and wing cover has been inves-
tigated in detail. To simplify the assessment, the step height between LE 
and wing cover was assessed over a gap between both parts. In praxi, 
the gap would be closed with an elastomer filler. However, for filled 
gaps/ramps, no simple means of assessment exists yet. The assessment 
as a step was chosen as an available and conservative method. The LE 
attachment concept has demonstrated its interchangeability under op-
erational boundary conditions. The repeatability of installation results 
with respect to step height at the interface between LE and wing cover 
is high for the same LE as well as for a replacement LE. Interchange 
is also possible under wing deformation and was achieved for the GBD 
LE in 3 hours and 43 minutes. The use of the eccentric bushings on 
the LE to upper cover joint delivers similar local spanwise step height 
results for different installations. The magnitude of step height varia-
tion between installations is far lower than the effects observable from 
wing box assembly deviations. The inclusion of operational aspects in 
the design of a NLF LE has therefore been demonstrated not to be in 
opposition to the practical application of the NLF concept in general.

The method of allowing the multi-material LE skin to deform glob-
ally and securing the relative position of LE and wing cover at their 
interface has been proven to be robust. Despite the production-induced, 
significant thermo-elastic deformations of the GBD LE, the step height 
at the interface is kept in a tight band of variation and fulfils the NLF 
requirements in a vast majority of the GBD’s span.

Both simulation and test show the thermal aspects being more influ-
ential on the step height for a multi-material structure than wing bend-
ing. Thermo-elastic behaviour of multi-material structures has therefore 
a high importance for laminar flow research. Global part compensation 
for cruise flight appears to be necessary. In the next step, the global 
profile shape should be investigated in a coupled aero-structural simu-
lation. Even when the part would be compensated for a nominal shape 
in cruise conditions, the global shape would deviate at other temper-
atures. Since the investigation in this paper shows a relatively small 
variation of step height over the span, this can be tailored to a cer-
tain degree together with the nominal geometry target step height to 
enable a trade-off between cruise shape and the shape at other flight 
conditions, including extreme cases for takeoff and landing. To shift the 
interface step height further towards the middle of the NLF tolerance 
band, the as-built step height can be adapted accordingly.

As a logical next step, the investigations made within this paper 
should be expanded to cyclic loading of the GBD. The influence of 
thermo-elastic deformations of the multi-material structure on a LE 
interface gap filler shape at different thermal conditions should also 
be considered. Aerodynamic performance and manoeuvre characteris-
tics of wings with multi-material LEs as presented within this article 
should be investigated at different temperatures across the operational 
envelope to assess the impact of thermo-elastic deformations outside 
of NLF-related considerations, too. With LE interchange scenarios now 
considered in NLF wing research, the application of laminar flow tech-
nology to large passenger aircraft is one step closer.
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